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THIS MOMENT
IS ALL YOURS

MAKE THE MOST OF IT IN THE NEW MKZ

GRAB THE ROAD BY THE LAPELS.

The new MKZ is a driver’s car with the desire to excite, and the power to do it.
Equipped with one of the most powerful engines Lincoln has ever produced –
the all-new 3.0-liter GTDI V6 1,2 – MKZ puts 370 net PS and 570 N•m of net
torque3 at your disposal, all made possible by twin-turbocharging, direct-injection
technology. Underfoot, it maximizes traction with its Intelligent all-wheel drive
(AWD) 2 that constantly balances torque between the front and rear wheels,
typically before wheelslip can even occur.
TAKE COMMAND WITH EASE.

MKZ puts the control of a manual shift
at your fingertips with its 6-speed
SelectShift® automatic transmission.
Just tap the steering wheel-mounted
paddle shifters, and you can change
gears if you choose.

Or choose the standard 2.0-liter GTDI I-4 and get the kind of performance one
might expect from a V6, in a 4-cylinder engine. With 253 net PS and 389 N•m
of net torque 3 on command, MKZ delivers, thanks to the boost of twin-scroll
turbocharging; the precision and efficiency of direct fuel injection; and the
sophistication of twin independent variable camshaft timing (Ti-VCT).

1

Late availability. 2Available feature. 3Data as per GCC Standardization Organization certification.

WITH POWER COMES RESPONSIBILIT Y

MAINTAIN YOUR POISE.

Road surfaces change. MKZ adapts. You remain comfortably in control. That’s the
beauty of Lincoln Drive Control featuring Continuously Controlled Damping (CCD).
You don’t know what to expect, but it does. Using sophisticated sensors, it reads
the road – and your driving input – every 2 milliseconds. Then, it adjusts to help
deliver a smooth ride and responsive handling.
Depending on your mood, feel free to select between 3 drive modes – Comfort,
Normal or Sport. With any of them, Electric Power-Assisted Steering (EPAS)
automatically adjusts to provide the kind of steering response and feedback
that make you confident behind the wheel.

E L E VAT E Y O U R A R R I VA L

Everything about the new MKZ is a step above,
starting here. The redesigned grille makes
a fresh styling statement with Lincoln mesh,
flanked by clean, modern LED headlamps1 for
both form and function. They brighten the
design, and with low energy draw and high
lumen output, they actually illuminate 10x faster
than conventional incandescents for the sense
of instant on. For a wide-reaching view at low
speeds, the adaptive feature automatically
expands their low-beam light pattern to help
enhance visibility of pedestrians and sidewalks.

A luxury vehicle should be a sanctuary
to all. Interior amenities provide
comfort, like a power rear-window
sunshade that helps block the harsh
rays of the sun for everyone’s benefit.
In addition, inflatable rear outboard
safety belts 1 inflate to distribute
crash-force energy across more of a
passenger’s chest to help make every
ride in your Lincoln MKZ a safer one.
1

Available feature.

REINVENT YOURSELF DAILY.

You get the chance every morning, and only you can do it. In designing MKZ,
Lincoln artisans scrutinized everything, from the inside, out. They studied
the look, feel and performance of many elements to create the beautiful
environment you see here. Open, elegant and flowing. Refined in every way.
They designed new knobs and switches for the more frequently adjusted
features. To give you a luxurious grip on your driving, they wrapped the
steering wheel in Wollsdorf pure cowhide leather from Central Europe and
the Alpine region. And to create the MKZ that you’ll appreciate for years
to come, you have a choice of interior finishes, including aluminum or
real wood.1

1

Available feature.

Revel in a

brilliantly immersive
exclusively from Lincoln.

Music has the power to invigorate and liberate. Or calm and soothe. It can enhance a
moment. Stay with you. Or conjure up an old memory in an instant. The experts at Revel
understand. They live for it.
That’s why we worked hand-in-hand with them to develop our Revel and Revel Ultima
audio systems,1 which feature a level of precision and musical accuracy you won’t just
hear – you’ll feel it. Specialized listening modes transport you into the “Audience” or right
up “On Stage.” Revel Waveguides seamlessly blend the output of tweeter and midrange
speakers for a natural listening experience. QuantumLogic® Surround Sound technology
and advanced cabin correction tuning provide outstanding, multi-dimensional sound
to every seat.

REVEL®1

REVEL ULTIMA®1

14 speakers

20 speakers

12-channel Class D amplifier

20-channel hybrid amplifier

QuantumLogic Surround Sound

QuantumLogic Surround Sound
Clari-Fi music construction
technology

Choose the Revel Ultima audio system1 to add patented Clari‑Fi ™ music reconstruction
technology. Clari-Fi enhances your experience with satellite radio, streaming services,
MP3s and other digital sources by rebuilding audio details that were lost during digital
compression. The result is clear, crisp, wide, dynamic sound.
Clari-Fi, QuantumLogic, Revel, Ultima and the Revel logo are trademarks of HARMAN International Industries, registered
in the United States and other countries.

1

Available feature.

THE DESIRE
TO CONNECT
IS HUMAN NATURE

What could be easier than speaking your mind? Our next generation of
voice-activated technology – SYNC® 3 – connects you to the world around
you with its straightforward new design and features.1 Audio, phone,
navigation2,3 and other functions are concisely presented on the full-color
LCD screen. Whether you command it using simple, everyday language, or
swipe its capacitive touchscreen, SYNC 3 delivers high-speed performance.
Plus, automatic updates over Wi-Fi®4 help keep it running at its best, so you
can keep your eyes on the road and hands on the wheel.

SYNC 3 KEEPS YOU CONNECTED.

Place and answer calls, and control music
from your USB device or smartphone,
all with simple voice commands. The
Navigation System2,3 lets you pinch-tozoom maps, and makes it easy to enter
your destination, as well as find a market,
a particular shop or a new restaurant, and
so much more.
1

Don’t drive while distracted. Use voice-operated systems when possible; don’t use handheld devices while driving. Some features may be locked out when the vehicle is in gear. Not all features are compatible with all phones. Message and data rates may apply.
Functionality varies by market. 2Available feature. 3 Late availability. Optional Navigation System map updates cannot be received via Wi-Fi and require a separate update. 4You must have a Bluetooth®-enabled phone paired to your SYNC system.
The Bluetooth word mark is a trademark of the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Wi-Fi® is a registered trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance.®

YOUR PERSONAL OASIS.

Settle in and relax. Open the fully retractable panoramic glass roof 1 to bask in the sun’s cascading
rays. Welcome every opportunity to experience the cooled Bridge of Weir™ leather-trimmed
front seats.1 And find comfort in the gentle rolling motion of the Active Motion®1 front seats that
can help melt away stress and muscle fatigue.
On every journey in MKZ, you can enjoy peace and quiet, thanks to extensive engineering inside
and out. Aerodynamic sideview mirrors help deflect wind noise, while features like multilayer door
seals and sound-absorbing materials throughout its body help keep road noise at bay. Additionally,
Active Noise Control sends precise sound waves through the audio system to cancel out sounds it
detects, keeping your interior calm.

Available feature.
Bridge of Weir is a trademark of Bridge of Weir Leather Company Limited.

1

A SENSE OF C ALM
IN A HEC TIC WORLD

STAY CENTERED.

If you start to drift out of your lane, the Lane-Keeping System1,2
is there to help. Using a forward-facing camera to detect road lane
markings, it can apply steering wheel torque and even alert you
with steering wheel vibration to help direct you to return to your
lane. If it detects that you’ve crossed the line or repeatedly
drifted, it can prompt the Driver Alert System1 to chime and display
a coffee cup image to remind you that it’s break time.
BE AWARE OF YOUR SURROUNDINGS.

Sometimes you can’t see it coming. Unexpected brake lights.
A sudden turn in front of you. Get help from our Pre-Collision
Assist with Pedestrian Detection.1 Using camera and radar
technology, it can monitor your vehicle’s proximity to other
vehicles and pedestrians. If a potential collision is detected,
it can alert you with visible and audible warnings and, if
needed, precharge the brakes and increase brake sensitivity
to help provide full responsiveness when you brake. If the
system determines a collision is imminent, active braking
may automatically apply full braking.3

DON’T BE CAUGHT OFF GUARD.

Some vehicles may be out of your line of sight, but they can be spotted
by BLIS® (Blind Spot Information System) with cross-traffic alert.1 If the
system’s radar sensors detect a vehicle in either blind spot while you’re
driving forward, the system can alert you with a light in the corresponding
sideview mirror. While backing up, it can also detect a vehicle approaching
from either side, then notify you with a warning light and an audible tone.

1

Available feature. Driver-assist features are supplemental and do not replace the driver’s attention, judgment and need to control the vehicle. 2Lane-Keeping System

does not control steering. 3While Pre-Collision Assist with Pedestrian Detection may be especially helpful in unexpected situations, it does not replace the driver and has limitations, including nighttime, low and harsh lighting conditions, vehicles moving in a different direction, and certain weather conditions.

STRESS LESS IN STOP-AND-GO.

There’s no need to hold down the brake pedal for a long
stoplight or extended wait. Just activate the new Auto Hold
feature,1 then come to a complete stop. Even on a hill, the system
will hold your MKZ in place until you press the accelerator.
When highway cruising or in lower-speed traffic, Adaptive Cruise
Control with Stop-and-Go 1,2 is designed to eliminate the need
for constant adjustments. You simply set the speed, and the
system can adjust to maintain a preset gap from the vehicle
in front of you, even following it to a complete stop.
1

Driver-assist features are supplemental and do not replace the driver’s attention,
judgment and need to control the vehicle. 2Available feature.

PERPENDICUL AR+

PARALLEL
Wherever you need to park, MKZ can
make it easier to maneuver into a spot.
The Enhanced Active Park Assist System1,2
uses ultrasonic sensors to help when you’re
looking for a perpendicular spot to back
into or parallel parking. The system not only
helps you find a suitable space, it steers the
vehicle into it. All you do is follow on-screen
prompts and control the shifter, brake and
accelerator pedals. It even provides assistance
when pulling out of a parallel spot. And for
additional guidance during parking maneuvers,
the Forward2 and Reverse Sensing Systems1
will emit beeping tones to alert you to objects
near the front or rear of your vehicle.

INTERIOR PALETTE

EXTERIOR FINISH

ACCENT TRIM

Sonata Spin Aluminum 3

PREMIERE
SELECT RESERVE
Available with
exterior colors

1–9

Brown Swirl Walnut

Espresso Ash Swirl

Jade Ash Swirl

SELECT RESERVE
Available with
exterior colors

1–9

Ebony2

RESERVE

RESERVE

Available with
exterior colors

Available with
exterior colors

1–5

1–5

Terracotta

PREMIERE
SELECT RESERVE
Available with
exterior colors

1–9

SELECT RESERVE
Available with
exterior colors

1–9

Cappuccino2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Black Velvet

Ingot Silver Metallic

Palladium White
Gold Metallic

Magnetic Gray
Metallic

White Platinum
Metallic Tri-coat 1

Jade Green Metallic

Burgundy Velvet
Metallic Tinted
Clearcoat1

Ruby Red Metallic
Tinted Clearcoat 1

Midnight Sapphire
Blue Metallic

Colors are representative only. Interiors shown for color only. Actual interiors may vary.

RESERVE

RESERVE

Available with
exterior colors

Available with
exterior colors

1–5

Jade Gray

1

Additional charge. 2 Lincoln Soft Touch standard on Premiere. 3 Sonata Spin Aluminum standard on Premiere. Optional on Select and Reserve.

1–5

STANDARD FEATURES

Power and Handling
2.0-liter GTDI I-4 engine
253 net PS @ 5,500 rpm1   389 N•m of net torque @ 2,500 rpm1
Estimated fuel economy
FWD 13.8 km/L1
6-speed SelectShift® automatic transmission with paddle activation
Electric-assist parking brake
Lincoln Drive Control featuring Continuously Controlled Damping (CCD), Electric Power-Assisted
Steering (EPAS), and Active Noise Control
Power disc brakes with Anti-Lock Brake System (ABS)
Torque Vectoring Control

Audio System
Lincoln Premium Sound System with AM/FM stereo/single-CD player, MP3 capability and 11 speakers

PREMIERE
SELECT
RESERVE

Interior
Power windows with one-touch-up/-down for all 4 windows, with driver and front-passenger global
open/close
Wollsdorf leather-wrapped steering wheel and airbag cover

				Power and Handling
O O O	3.0-liter GTDI V6 engine3 (available Summer 2016)
370 net PS @ 5,500 rpm1   570 N•m of net torque @ 2,500 rpm1
Estimated fuel economy
AWD 10.9 km/L1

Seating
10-way power, driver and front-passenger seats with 2-way power lumbar and driver’s side
memory feature
60/40 split-fold-flat spring-assisted rear seat

Driver-Assist Technology
Autolamp
Reverse Sensing System
SYNC® 3 with 8" color LCD capacitive touchscreen in center stack with swiping capability and
2 smart-charging USB ports

Safety and Security
Personal Safety System™ for driver and front passenger with dual-stage front airbags,2 safety belt
pretensioners, safety belt energy-management retractors, safety belt usage sensors, driver’s seat
position sensor, crash severity sensor, restraint control module and Front-Passenger Sensing System
Driver and front-passenger knee airbags2
Front-seat side airbags2
Side-curtain airbags2 with roll-fold technology
AdvanceTrac® electronic stability control
Individual Tire Pressure Monitoring System (excludes spare)
LATCH (Lower Anchors and Tether Anchors for Children)
MyKey®
Perimeter alarm
Rear view camera
SecuriCode™ invisible keypad
SecuriLock® Passive Anti-Theft System
SOS Post-Crash Alert System™

Driver Controls
10.1" configurable color LCD instrument cluster screen
Auto Hold
Dual-zone electronic automatic temperature control
Intelligent Access with push-button start
Push-button shift transmission
Remote Start System
Exterior
Adaptive HID headlamps with LED signature lighting
Heated, body-color sideview mirrors with memory, integrated blind spot mirrors, security approach
lamps and integrated LED turn signal indicators
Lincoln Experiences
Approach Detection
Illuminated exterior door handle pockets
Lincoln logo welcome mat
Welcome/Farewell elements

PREMIERE
SELECT
RESERVE

S = Standard

O = Optional

A = Available as part of a package

				Driver-Assist Technology
		 A S BLIS® (Blind Spot Information System) with cross-traffic alert 4

				Seating
		 S S 4-way power lumbar on front seats
			 S Heated and cooled front seats
		S		 Leather-trimmed seats
			 S Leather-trimmed seats – Perforated inserts
S			 Lincoln soft-touch seats in Cappuccino or Ebony
			 O Multicontour front seats with Active Motion®

				Exterior
		 O S Power-open and -close trunk lid

				Safety and Security
		 O O Inflatable rear outboard safety belts

				Lincoln Experiences
		 S S Autofold sideview mirrors with turn signal indicators and auto-dimming driver’s side feature
		 S S Fade-up ambient lighting
		 S S Lincoln Signature fade-on/-off exterior lighting

				Packages
			 O Luxury Package: premium adaptive LED headlamps, and Revel Ultima audio system
with 20 speakers
		O		 Select Plus Package: voice-activated Navigation System, and BLIS (Blind Spot Information
System) with cross-traffic alert 4 (late availability)
		O O	
Sonata Spin Aluminum Trim Package
			O	
Technology Package: Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop-and-Go, Pre-Collision Assist
with Pedestrian Detection, Enhanced Active Park Assist System, Lane-Keeping System
with Driver Alert System, Forward Sensing System, rain-sensing windshield wipers and
windshield wiper de-icer

				 Audio and Navigation Systems
			 O	Revel® audio system with 14 speakers and 12-channel Class D amplifier
			 O	Revel Ultima® audio system with 20 speakers, 20-channel hybrid (Class D and A/B)
amplifier, Clari-Fi ™ music reconstruction technology and aluminum speaker grilles
(requires Technology Package)
		 O S	Voice-activated Navigation System (late availability)
				Interior
		 S S 110-volt power outlet
O O O All-weather floor mats
		S S Ambient lighting
O O O Cargo net
		 S S Genuine wood steering wheel accent
		 O O Fully retractable panoramic glass roof
		 S S Rear-seat USB ports (2)
		 O O Premium carpeted floor mats
S			 Manual-tilt/-telescoping steering column
		 S S Power-tilt/-telescoping steering column with memory feature
		 O O Power rear-window sunshade (not available with retractable panoramic roof)
		 O O Single-panel power moonroof

Ford Genuine Parts & Service Keep your vehicle in optimum operating condition with scheduled maintenance service. Ford
and Lincoln Dealership technicians know your vehicle inside and out. They are continuously trained by Ford Motor Company
and the parts they use are specifically designed for your vehicle.
Delivering On The Commitment Lincoln is committed to providing you with the best ownership experience. We have
ensured that your vehicle underwent an exhaustive inspection process in order to fulfill our promise to you of a high
performance vehicle. Because we took the time to guarantee that your driving needs are met, all you have to do is sit back
and enjoy the classic Lincoln elegance, features and benefits which truly make Lincoln an award winning luxury vehicle.
Customer Relationship Center If you have questions about your Lincoln vehicle or the Lincoln Commitment,® please contact
your dealer or visit our website me.lincoln.com. For additional help, you’re invited to call our Customer Relationship Center
at +971-800-LINCOLN or +97143326084, Sunday to Thursday, 9.00 – 18.00, excluding public holidays.
Discover more at ME.LINCOLN.COM

DIMENSIONS
WIDTH 2,116 mm (including mirrors) 1,908
HEAD ROOM 963 mm front/930 mm rear
CARGO VOLUME 436 liters

mm (mirrors folded)

|
|
|

LENGTH 4,925 mm
LEG ROOM 1,126 mm front/940 mm
PASSENGER VOLUME 2,734 liters

rear

|
|
|

HEIGHT 1,476 mm
HIP ROOM 1,399 mm front/1,366 mm
TOTAL INTERIOR VOLUME 3,170 liters

|

rear |

WHEELBASE 2,850 mm
SHOULDER ROOM 1,465

Data as per GCC Standardization Organization certification. 2Always wear your safety belt and secure children in the rear seat. 3Availability varies by market. 4BLIS replaces standard integrated blind spot mirrors.

1

mm front/1,404 mm rear

Comparisons based on competitive models (class is Luxury Midsize Sedans based on Lincoln segmentation), publicly available information and Ford certification data at time of printing. Vehicles may be shown with optional equipment. Features may be offered only in
combination with other options or subject to additional ordering requirements/limitations. Dimensions shown may vary due to optional features and/or production variability. Information is provided on an “as is” basis and could include technical, typographical or other
errors. Ford makes no warranties, representations, or guarantees of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to, accuracy, currency, or completeness, the operation of the information, materials, content, availability, and products. Ford reserves the right to
change product specifications, pricing and equipment at any time without incurring obligations. Your Lincoln Dealer is the best source of the most up-to-date information on Lincoln vehicles.

WHEEL AVAILABILITY

18" 5-Spoke Machined
Aluminum with Premium
Painted Pockets

You appreciate the finer things in life. But have you ever yearned for a level of distinction
all your own? Lincoln Accessories enable you to express your personal preference in style,
convenience and protection. For a complete list of available Lincoln Accessories for your
MKZ, please see your Lincoln Dealer.

Standard

PREMIERE and SELECT

19" Painted 20-Spoke
Aluminum with
Full Center Ornament
Standard

RESERVE

19" Satin Finish 7-Spoke
Machined Aluminum with
Premium Painted Pockets
Optional

SELECT and RESERVE

See your Lincoln Dealer for limited warranty information on Lincoln Original Accessories. Lincoln Licensed Accessories (LLA) are warranted by the
accessory manufacturer’s warranty. LLA are designed and developed by the accessory manufacturer and have not been designed or tested to
Ford Motor Company engineering requirements. Contact your Lincoln Dealer for details and/or a copy of all limited warranties.

